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Abstract
This paper investigates the potentials and barriers to trade in the Malaysia-Chile partnership. Specifically, it estimates
two-way export potentials from an augmented three-dimensional panel gravity model of bilateral trade between
Malaysia and the Latin America and Caribbean (LAC) region, spanning the 1990-2014 period. Utilizing interviews
with government officials and industry experts in Malaysia and Chile, this paper provides insights into market access
issues. The empirical findings of this study suggest that Malaysia has trade potential in Chile, but Chile is ‘overtrading’
with Malaysia. By major products traded, both countries are found to be ‘overtrading’, as the export basket remains
concentrated in this partnership. Through the interviews, fewer restrictions are reported by the various stakeholders,
as the extent of trade engagement remains somewhat low. The main challenge identified within specific sectors in both
countries relates mainly to procedures established to secure compliance with labeling regulations for food products.
This paper contributes to a better understanding of potential sectors for more intensive trade and identifies trade
restrictions that are less transparent and difficult to quantify in the Malaysia-Chile trade relationship.
Keywords: export potentials; trade barriers; gravity model; Malaysia; Chile.
JEL Classification: F10, F13, F14

1. Introduction
Since 2003, with the rising number of cross-regional trade (CRT) agreements between Asia, Latin
America and the Caribbean (LAC)1, there has been an unprecedented rise in cooperation between
both regions (Berisha-Krasniqi et al. 2011; Wignaraja et al. 2012). The deepening of trade relations
between these regions has important implications for trade flows, given that they exhibit different
characteristics, particularly in terms of protection structure, specialization and structure of trade
(ADB 2012; Bellefleur 2017). Asian exports are highly concentrated in industrial goods, while
LAC relies more on agriculture and mineral exports (SELA 2016). These specializations, consistent
with their reciprocal comparative advantages, characterize CRT and therefore suggest vast
potential for trade expansion.
However, to date, China (in addition to India, Japan and South Korea) has been the major
focus on economic relations between Asia and LAC (Shi-Young et al., 2017; Gouvea and

The number of free trade agreements in effect between Asia and LAC as of the end of June 2013 is 22 (Wignaraja,
2015).
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